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The study of the medieval records about Maramureş issued before 1541, has disclosed 

than only two of them were signed by Romanians and were sealed at Sighet. 

The first one (published first by Ioan Mihalyi de Apşa), was written in Latin language 

(and dated in 1349, using General Roman Calendar) by Ioan, voivode of Maramureş (the nephew 

of Bogdan voivode, but belonging to the pro-royalist party), together with Nicolae, son of Petru, 

vassal of the mighty comes of Maramureş, Andrei Lackfi. It represent their statement for the 

king, following the vesting of Giula, the son of  Dragoş, over Giuleşti and Mestecăniş estates 

(but not Valea Mare, as some researchers claim wrongly). From the document content we 

understand that the Romanian „knezes meeting” took place exactly in these two villages, but not 

in Sighet town, while from other sources we know for sure that Ioan, the voivode, used to live in 

Rozavlea village. 

In fact, nothing from this record can realize a link between the indigenous Romanians and 

Sighet, a town colonized by the king with Hungarians and Germans, the settlement being here 

just a simple place where the document was issued. 

On the other hand, there is another record written in the same place, Sighet, in 1404, but 

spelled in Serbian Church Slavonic (singular for that region and that time). Differently from the 

1349 record, this one is dated accordingly to the Orthodox Calendar, and represents a public 

statement over the Peri monastery possessions, being addressed to Maramureş Orthodox 

community but not to distant Hungarian Royal Court. The record was found in Budapest and 

published in 1925, but remained up to today, out of Romanian scientific framework. The 



document is fascinating and reveals several facts and assumptions. Thus, it brings first to light 

the name of a previously unknown vicecomes, Radu, who should be native from Fereşti or 

Ciumuleşti villages. Having Sighet as sealing place can be the hazard which could bring 

together, in the same time, all the signatories (the vicecomes Radu, 10 noblemen and the scribe - 

possibly a monk from Peri monastery), perhaps during a market day. Hypothetically, we should 

imagine the possibility that the town was occupied temporarily (as presumably happened again, 

between 1326-1329) by the anti-royalist rebels from the late Balc voivode party. Then, the 

mention that, first Balc and Drag, and later Dumitru and Alexandru (descendants of the first 

ones), has granted the monastery with Criva, Taras and Peri villages, should be related by the 

impugnment of decision, dared most likely by the former owners of first two villages (the 

Romanian knezes of Criva and Ialova, seized improperly by the Balc and Drag family), but not 

by Câmpulung royal town colonists. The impugnment should follow the recent death of Balc 

voivode, who has happened in the same time with the decrease of the family power, the Upper 

Tisa region becoming more intensively a Perényi family feud. 

Finally, the text analyze proves that there another two similar records were issued (they 

have been sealed „in front of us” said the enigmatical vicecomes Radu), most likely written in 

Church Slavonic too, but they are lost today. Of course, the entire row of arguments of our study 

might change cogently, if previously unknown records will emerge out. 
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The present study aims to repay to the scientific community and to the Transylvanian 

collective mind, institutions dealing with maintaining public order that are long gone. It is about 



inquisitio generalis, meaning the search activity, tracking, catching, prosecution and conviction 

of criminals in Transylvanian counties, particularly in the county of Maramures. Hereby, through 

a series of examples taken from archival documentation funds, are presented the legal 

mechanisms underlying the organization of this type of judicial activities which were very much 

like a posse, the composition, powers and benefits of the magistrates who were tracking thieves 

from towns and villages to forests and mountains. All these efforts have one goal: preserving the 

state of peace in the Principality of Transylvania. 
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At the Hungarian Science Academy from Budapest is being preserved a unique document 

about fiscality in the villages and towns as Rona, Sighet and Bocicoi in 1684. This document is 

important because outlines some aspects of  economic history from this region that are less 

known : the subordonation of these three chamber offices in relation to the Principality of 

Transylvania, how local production was organized, how products were marketed.  

Through all these aspects outlined, this document represents a valuable source for 

restoring the economic history of the area.  
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A famous character from Maramures, about whom many volumes were written, offers us 

surprises, and decipher of facts bring us closer to deciphering this legendary figure. 

 One of the first, not enough known attacks of Pintea, was the one on the citadel Kossow 

from east Gallicia, today Kossiw in Ukraine, Ivano-Frankiwsk region. This episode was 

interpreted mistakenly, literature was presenting the attack as being an attack on the citadel 

Rona, at the border with Poland and the news about this act heightened its intensity. From the 11 

men who were killed, the story says that 250 men were killed. From the 77 horses which 

transported the goods, the story got to saying that 150 horses were used. This is a prime example 

of the mystification of reality. 

Witness interviews offer us additional information about the birthplace, social status, 

family, stolen goods, accomplices, transfer of goods and the tracking of the thieves by the county 

Maramures. 
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After the takeover of Maramures by the Austrians, these introduced counter reform as an 

official state religion, helping, through the establishment of funds and foundations, the 

installation of catholic religious orders in our region. The piarist order was established in Sighetu 

Marmatiei, the capital of Maramures, where the recatholization of Maramures began, especially 

in the locations which falled within the fiscal domain, where the catholic population was 

colonized in the so-called “intelligent colonization wave” specific to the XVIII-th century. Here 

began, in 1729, the preparations for the construction of the church and of the Piarist Grammar-



School of Sighet, school which played a major role in the education of the German population, 

nobles and Romanian Greco-catholic priests, of the Greco-catholic Ukrainians, as well as other 

populations which were gradually established in Maramures (Armenians, Slovaks etc.). The 

construction of the grammar-school took a long time and cost large sums of money, money 

which came from public funds from Vienna and Peste, as well as private funds. 

One of the greatest fortunes which came into the possession of the piarist monks and 

which represented a huge support for these constructions, was the fortune of the family Racz-

Szaplonczai, which was left through a will to the monks. This was the estate and goods from 

Sarasau and the surroundings of family Szaplonczai and Racz, which came from the common 

fortune of the families, gathered on the line of Vasile Szaplonczai, who from the beginning of the 

XVII-th century gathered large fortunes in the area of Sighet, fortunes hidden at Agneta 

Szaplonczai. Her husband left all their common fortune to the Piarist Order when he was sick, 

through a will which he made at the pressure of the higher priest of the order. 

After her husband’s death, the willow revoked the testament, the trials and mutual 

understandings unfolding over the length of more decades. The end of the century shows us a 

transfer of this fortune by the reformed Adam Csato. 
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The regulation of the Dragomireşti noble community was written in 1741, and 

subsequently strengthened and transcribed in Maramures County congregation protocol. The 

document refers to prohibiting grazing, fishing and the individual use of the forests. These rights 

belonged only to the village community. The regulation is the oldest of its kind in Maramures. 
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The work presents three documents in Romanian language from the State Archive 

Beregovo, Ukraine, that makes part from two founds of a marvelous value: The Greek-catholic 

Bishopric from Mukacevo (58345 folders) and the Basilitan Monastery from Mukacevo (5999 

folders). 

As we know the north – west part of Romania, Maramures, Satu Mare, Ugocea county 

made part, religiously from the Greek-catholic Bishopric of Mukacevo, at least from the end of 

the XVIIth century, passing to the Romanian Greek-catholic bishopric from Oradea in 1824 

firstly and in 1853 secondly. 

The documents are among the fewer like that and demonstrate that in the XVIIIth 

century, the Romanian parishes used Romanian language in the relationship with the bishopric 

and in the daily life. Unfortunately the number of these documents kept is very little.  
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At the beginning of October 1914, the Fourth Russian Army entered Maramures, which 

was back then part of Hungary, through Frasin/Iasinia Pass, intending to get to Budapest.  

They faced a weak resistance from the Austrian-Hungarian troops, managing to get to 

Sighet on 3rd October, in the morning. There came 3 days of sufferance for the people of 

Maramures in all the villages of the county, which was caused by the Russian Cossacks who 

performed all kinds of robberies, rapes, violence and even the complete destruction of some 

villages by setting them on fire.  

Among the troops which set Maramures free, there were also the Polish Military Units 

(Batallions I and II of the Regiment II Infantry) commanded by Colonel Zygmunt Zelinski. 

Before the liberation of Sighet, these young Polish legionnaires had fought several battles 

in certain areas of Maramures. One of these battles was fought at the entrance of the locality of 

Berbesti, where 6 legionnaires were killed and buried in a common grave in the cemetery of this 

locality. 

In the memory of those Polish heroes, in the village of Berbesti there was erected a 

roadside crucifix in 2013.  
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In this study we propose to those interested, a timeline of the mayors of Baia Mare for the 

period 1919-1949. The focus is not on their activity while acting in the local administration but 

rather on personal data, family. By this approach local history enthusiasts can outline an 

objective opinion about the elite members of that period. Our study is to correct a series of 

errors, certainly unintended, that other authors have elaborated on this subject. 
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           This study is a continuation of the previous articles that emphasize the life and work 

Levandovschi Livia, the headmaster of Baia Mare Girls Gymnasium, published in nr. 5/2012. In 

this number are relieved several personalities of education from Baia Mare in the interwar 

period: Marta Rabbit-Fabian, John Hare, Dr. George Hetcou, Emile Rousselot, Joseph 

Levandovschi Aurel I. Coza, each with very interesting lives and careers. 
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This study is an analysis of the religious and moral status of poor parishes which were 

part of the Greek-Catholic Archpriestship from Iza, the Greek-Catholic Diocese of Maramures 

during 1942-1943, a time when the Greek-Catholic Community had started to face profound 

changes which culminated in 1948 with them being outlawed. Analysis of reports submitted by 

priests paint a picture of a period with antagonistic feelings and experiences when religious 



awareness was rekindled as there was a sense of resignation in front of changes and hardships 

generated by WW II. 
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After the abolition of the Romanian Greek-catholic Church in December 1948, the 

communist regime used all its repressive apparatus in order to trace the activities of this 

disbanded church. Although the Greek-catholic elites were imprisoned by the ,,Securitate’’, the 

Religious-Department attorneys have closely observed the priests who accepted the transfer to 

Orthodoxy, the clergy who were in the resistance and even the activity of church singers. 

However the Greek-catholic clergy and laymen in Maramures managed as possible to have a 

spiritual life. 
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Starting with the presentation of the main laws which have obstructed the evolution of the 

State Archives after the change in the political regime in 1948, the paper emphasises the turning 

point in the history of our archival practice once the Decision of the Council of Ministers no. 472 

from May 29 1951 entered into force. The increase of the State Archives competences, 

respectively the control enforcement and the guidance for establishing the entire archival 

material from the Romanian territory, have involved a significant effort at an institutional level, 

which was focused on the identification of all fonds, so as to a precise statistics of archives 

repositories from all over the country could be created.        

In February 1951, all institutions and factory from across the country have received a 

Questioner on the archive condition which was meant to help knowing the exact state of the 

archives. The questions were mainly focusing on the foundation date of the institution which was 

creating the archive, the age of the archive and the way it was organized, the language of the 

documents, how they were kept and their preservation state, and the causes for the loss/disposal 

of archive. Those 10.000 answers received and processed were the foundation for creating a 

general plan of gathering and ranking the archival material.  

There were two volumes with such questioners which were kept from the institutions 

from the former region of Baia Mare and these have been used in this paper as case study; they 

outline in an extremely synthetically manner the “state” of the archives from Maramures in an 

era which precedes the foundation, in July 1951, of the Regional Branch/Station of Baia Mare 

States Archives. The information can proof their usefulness by serving as a fast source of 

information regarding some landmarks of institutional evolution, of creation of some archival 

fonds or reference to the documents from those times “repositories”.  
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             The purpose of this article is to present a structural part of the Primăria Oraşului Baia 

Mare fond held by the Maramureş National Archives. 

             From the mid nineteenth century, in the context of administration (government) reform 

and diversification of activities, within municipalities occur a number of new offices including 

the Industrial Corporation.  

              The Industrial Corporation arose from the dissolution of guilds and among its tasks was 

the representation of the new professional associations.  

              This article presents some significant data on corporate history, the sections and its 

composition during the interwar period as well as various types of documents created by it. 
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This presentation concerns the problem of completing the fond of the Sighet Prison (1891-1952), 

kept in the National Archives of Maramures County, with documents created by this penitentiary in the 

years 1938-1977, currently in the archive of the Penitentiary from Baia Mare, which have not been 

handed over because of their classification as "Confidential", "Secret", "Top secret of the utmost 

importance". Beginning in the year 2008, the National Archives Maramures county representatives have 

taken more steps to take over these documents and make them available for scientific research. 
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 This essay presents the characteristics of paper manufactured by the paper mill and their 

watermarks between the XIII and XVIII centuries, the technical issues and the knowledge of 

manufacturing techniques, about the processes involved, how the pulp made of rags and water is 

transformed into a stout sheet of paper. The study of paper is bound with watermark that 

appears as several of lightness or darkness when viewed by transmitted light. The watermarks 

designs are shaped from fine wire and sewn to the surface of the paper maker's mould on which 

the sheet is formed and lifted from the vat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


